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The long-term goal: LISA and GW observation

▪ Planned for launch in mid 2030s, LISA 
will be able to detect sub-Hz Gravitational Waves:
▪ The three-arm constellation will orbit the Sun in an 

Earth-trailing orbit, smoothly changing its orientation.

▪ The chosen 2.5-million km armlength will allow for the 
required sensitivity to the gravitational strain within the 
sensitive frequency band, down to ∼100 μHz.

▪ The interferometric readout will detect GWs as 
the time-varying frequency Doppler shift between the 
emitted and received laser beams.

▪ Laser beams will shine between quasi-free-falling 
2kg Gold-Platinum Test-Masses (TM).

▪ Free-falling TM along interferometer sensitive axis.
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[ Fractional frequency variation, overly simplified “single-link” LISA ]
- see talks about TDI -

Forces deviate the TM from the free-falling geodesics! 

+ stray acc.

TM residual acceleration noise allocated as direct noise source:
need to perform better than 2 fm s-2 Hz-1/2 at 1mHz



The LISA Pathfinder Mission

Credits: ESA – C.Carreau, ESA/ATG medialab

Launch: December 2015
End of operations: July 2017
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Force noise testing: LISA Pathfinder
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▪ The LISA noise performance was investigated in the
LISA Pathfinder (LPF) Mission, launched in 2015 and 
completed in 2017.
▪ Demonstration mission: hardware testing, drag-free control 

technology testing, S/C environment testing...

▪ Main scientific measurement: the out-of-loop differential 
acceleration between two LISA-like Gold-Platinum TMs, 
along a “shrunk” 38cm LISA arm.

▪ TM positioning sensed by a sub-pm heterodyne IFO. 
The Gravitational Reference Sensor (GRS) provided
a nm positioning readout and nN force feedback.

▪ Drag-free control on TM1, μN S/C thrusters.
Actuation forces along sensitive axis on TM2 (at nN level),
actuation forces along y/z/angular DOF.
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Suspension loop,
nN forces on TM2 w.r.t. TM1

Drag-free loop,
μN forces on S/C w.r.t. TM1

Applied forces

Non-inertial forces

Coupling to S/C motion



What LISA Pathfinder tested
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▪ Residual acceleration noise down to fm s-2 Hz-1/2

at mHz frequencies. [more in the next slides]
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▪ The first sub-pm local interferometer 
ever flown in space - PRL 126,131103 (2021)
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charge-induced force noise - PRL 118,171101 (2017)

▪ Stray forces from electrostatic actuation.

▪ Drag-free S/C gas-thruster control for LISA.

▪ Full test of the LISA Gravitational Reference System.

▪ Sub-nN S/C gravitational compensation.

▪ Tested in-flight TM release mechanisms.

▪ Tested magnetic, thermal and pressure environment.



Results from LISA Pathfinder
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Results from LISA Pathfinder
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Black points: Bayesian PSD estimation 
at minimally-correlated frequencies, 
with optimal periodogram length

PRL 120, 061101 (2018), LPF noise performance



Long-term noise stability

▪ Acceleration noise maintained stable during runs 
across a long observation period
[1 year in plots on the right]
with a clear 1/f ASD dependence. 

▪ The 1/f dependence is so clear that we can 
even plot the time derivative of acceleration 
in a linear scale [dj=dg/dt].
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Recent analysis and developments
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Low-frequency excess and transient events

PRL 120, 061101 (2018), LPF noise performance
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Low-freq. excess noise!

Femto-Newton glitches!

▪

▪



Brownian white noise

▪ Estimation of the white noise, due to 
Brownian interaction of residual gas in the Vacuum 
Enclosure.

▪ Brownian is subtracted with a self-consistent Bayesian 
statistical technique, via a Markov Chain Monte Carlo 
algorithm for probability density estimation.

μ
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Cross-correlation with on-board diagnostics

▪ What is the physical origin of the measured excess?

Real source producing force

▪ Bayesian posterior estimation of the contribution to noise PSD,
from effects measured on-board. [frequency domain analysis]
Analysis allows to estimate:
▪ Coupling coefficients
▪ PSDs of contributions correlating with Δ𝑔→ Total contribution upper limit
▪ Cross-coherences, phase shifts and time delays.

Coupling susceptibility
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Magnetic interaction (three axes)

Gravitational force from fuel depletion

Thermal effects



Conclusions
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down to fm s-2 Hz-1/2
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